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Objectives:
Develop a prescribed burning guide for South Australian
mallee–heath vegetation. The research is focusing on:
- Fuel structure change over time since fire;
- Fuel moisture dynamics in mallee-heath vegetation;
- Threshold conditions for fire spread sustainability;
- Fire behaviour associated with mallee-heath vegetation.

Prescribed fire burning guide

Fire Behaviour: Spread and sustainability (Go No-go)
Objective: Determine the threshold fire weather conditions
that will sustain fire propagation in mallee-heath fuel
complexes, and the associated fire behaviour.
2006 phase: A total of 23 burns (10 in mallee fuels, 13 in heath
fuels) were accomplished in the Ngarkat Conservation Park, SA.
Six burns, all in the 1986 heath fuel type, were considered to
sustain propagation and the remaining 17 fires self-extinguished.

Components
Fuel
assessment

Fuel moisture
modelling

Weather:
• Air temp & RH
• Wind

Fire behavior:
Fire spread sustainability (Go no-go);
Fire spread rate and intensity.

Fuel Assessment:
Objective: Characterise fuel dynamics in mallee-heath fuel
complex.
2006 phase: Extensive fuel sampling was conducted covering
three fuel ages (7, 20 and 48 years) in mallee and heath fuels.
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Fuel Moisture Dynamics:

Surface FMC (%)

Objective: Characterise the diurnal dead fuel moisture
dynamics of mallee-heath fuel types and provide fuel moisture
data for go no-go and fire behaviour burns.
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Key findings from first burning phase were:
- Drastic differences in fire behaviour between heath and mallee
fuels (pictures above depict simultaneous burns);
- Heath fuel complex structure only sustains high intensity fire
behaviour.

Future work:

Fuel Type
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Distribution of wind speed and surface fuel moisture content
and associated fire sustainability for the autumn 2006 burns.
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Diurnal fuel moisture dynamics for
surface and near surface fuels.

• Conduct experimental fires under higher fire potential
conditions;
• Develop rapid deployment fire measurement packages to
monitor fire behaviour in operational burns;
• Conduct fire measurements in operational burns.

